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Nacreous clouds at White Sands Missile Range

John M. Sharpe, Jr., Atmospheric Sciences
Laboratory, U. S. Army Electronics Command,
White Sands Missile Range, N. Mex.

A very special cloud was observed in an otherwise clear sky
to the east of White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) headquarters area (32°23'N, 106°29'W) from 1155 to 1215 GMT on
26 June 1969. The lenticular type cloud was illuminated by
sunlight prior to sunrise (1202 GMT) and faded from view
due to lack of contrast shortly after sunrise. The cloud system was observed from the WSMR headquarters area and
from Holloman Air Force Base (32°50'N, 106°05'W), with
theodolite observation of azimuth and elevation angles to the
maximum cloud top. Calculations used in this paper were
verified through a computer program by the U. S. Army
Topographic Command, Corps of Engineers, WSMR, using
White Sands Transverse Mercator System coordinates. Evaluation of data yielded a cloud top of 22.4 km altitude above
mean sea level. Observed data and other pertinent information are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
The cloud formation was photographed (f3.5, 1/60 sec,
Ektachrome ASA64 film) by Paul H. Taft of the Atmospheric
Sciences Laboratory, looking eastward from his home in Las
Cruces, New Mexico (32°18'N, 106°46'W), as illustrated in
Fig. 1.
The north-south extent of the cloud system was approximately 30 km, determined by graphic means. The lowest part
of the cloud system was measured to be 5.8° elevation from
the WSMR site. Unfortunately triangulation to this point
was not made; therefore, exact location of this cloud base is
unknown. Assuming this 5.8° point at the cloud base to be
near the geographical location of the computed cloud top, a
base of approximately 16.6 km above sea level is indicated.
This most unusual cloud was brilliant in appearance with
iridescent coloration, predominately red prior to sunrise,
yellow, green and blue appearing as the Sun rose above the
horizon.
The vertical temperature profile observed on 26 June 1969
at WSMR and 65 km to the south of WSMR, at El Paso,

FIG. 1. Nacreous clouds photograph looking eastward from
Las Cruces, N. Mex.
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TABLE

1. Nacreous cloud observational data, WSMR,
New Mexico, 1200 GMT, 26 June 1969.
Elevation
above sea
level (meters)

Site

WSMR Headquarters
Holloman AFB
Las Cruces, N. Mex.
WSMR site to Holloman
site:
WSMR site to cloud:
Holloman site to cloud:
Computed elevation of
cloud above sea level:
Mean of computed data:
Geographical location of
cloud:
TABLE

Azimuth to
cloud
(degrees)

Elevation to
cloud top
(degrees)

8.0
68.4
1296
12.8
90.0
1251
6.5
68.5
1183
Bearing 035.7 degrees from True North
Range 63.672 km
Slant Range 140.9 km
Slant Range 94.6 km
WSMR data 22.2 km
Holloman Data 22.6 km
22.4 kilometers above sea level
32°50' North Latitude (approximate)
105 °05' West Longitude (approximate)
2. High level wind data.

WSMR rawinsonde 0800GMT 26 June 1969, 2 to 32 km ASL.
WSMR rocketsonde 1900GMT 25 June 1969, 33 to 62 km ASL.
Kilometers ASL
Aximuth (deg)/speed (knots)

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
55
60
62

258/21
290/40
275/37
266/40
270/40
253/35
250/35
252/36
194/11
116/09
110/18
099/21
090/30
093/22
078/25
089/42
090/36
110/40
070/42
080/64
090/90
110/74
100/80
100/78
090/94
100/104
110/116
080/122
090/140
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Tex. (0800 and 1200 GMT releases), and WSMR rocketsonde
data (1900 GMT 25 June 1969) above 33 km are illustrated
in Fig. 2. The WSMR radiosonde instrument package was
estimated 80 km on a bearing of 240° from the cloud top
when 22.4 km above sea level at 0930 GMT. The El Paso
instrument passed 22.4 km above sea level on a bearing of
210° and 130 km from the cloud at approximately 1300 GMT.
The tropopause structure was complex, with the cloud top
located 4 to 5 km above the lowest temperature, —75.6C at
16.6 km above sea level.
Nacreous clouds are known to be associated with strong
orographic type wave developments. The meteorological situation here, was not suggestive of such structure. It seems
more likely that the cloud observed constituted the residue
of a nighttime cumulonimbus development, the anvil of
which persisted until dawn; however, a check of surrounding
weather station records did not reveal evidence of thunderstorm occurrence. The probability of residual material from
a recent rocket firing from White Sands Missile Range, or
from the adjacent McGregor Missile Range is highly unlikely
in view of the east wind at the cloud level.

FIG. 3. 50-mb chart 1200 GMT 26 June 1969. Contours
are meters ASL.
The 50-mb chart (Fig. 3) shows a weak, but decided cold
advection from the east, further depicted in a small positive
lapse rate layer just below 50 mb shown in the El Paso radiosonde data (Fig. 2). Table 2 shows the layer of cold advection in the east wind 18-22 km above sea level overrunning
a stronger west wind in the negative lapse rate region just
above the tropopause near 100 mb.
This is the altitude locale of nacreous type clouds (Hesstvedt, 1969), although the season and latitude are at sharp
variance with the usual wintertime high latitude habitat of
such formations. In any case, the cloud can be classed as an
unusual occurrence in light of the fruitless year-long (19641965) observational program by almost one hundred North
American weather stations to detect this particular type of
natural phenomenon (Webb, 1966). At least, at the particular locale of this cloud, the stratosphere appears to have been
rather moist.
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International field experiment in USSR

L. R. Tsvang, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences,
Academy of Science, Moscow, USSR, and
M. Miyake, The University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada

During the period 15 June to 20 July 1970, in the USSR on
the Tsimlyansk scientific station of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Academy of Science of the USSR (city
of Tsimlyansk, Rostov District) an international expedition
on the comparison of atmospheric turbulence was conducted.
The expedition was organized by the meteorological section
of the Joint Geophysical Commission and the Institute of
Atmospheric Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.
Taking part in the expedition were scientists from Australia
(A. Dyer and B. Hicks), Canada (M. Miyake, J. McDonald,
and others), the USSR (L. R. Tsvang, S. L. Zubkovsky, B. M.
Koprov, A. V. Perepelkina, D. F. Timanovsky, and others)
and the United States (J. Businger, P. Frenzen, C. Paulson,
and others).
Synchronized measurements of fluctuation of horizontal
and vertical components of wind velocity, temperature, and
humidity were carried out using different instruments, placed
next to each other at a height of several meters. For measuring fluctuation of a component of wind velocity, the teams
used the acoustic anemometers of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics (USSR) and Kaijo Denki (Japan), the fluxatrons of CSIRO (Australia) and the miniature cup anemometers of (Argonne National Laboratory), fine wire resistance
thermometers (IPA ), and thermistors of CSIRO (Australia).
Fluctuation of humidity was measured by an ultraviolet humidiometer (USA) and an infrared humidiometer (IPA). Simultaneously, measurements of the profiles of temperature
and wind velocity were conducted using three sets of sensors
(two from the USSR and one from the United States).
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In the process of the expedition, a selected statistical treatment of the results of the measurement was carried out on
the IPA analog equipment. Preliminary analysis of the
results shows good agreement of the spectra and cospectra
of the fluctuation of different components of wind velocity,
temperature, and humidity, measured by different instruments. Treatment and analysis of the results continues.
In the course of the expedition numerous simultaneous
measurements of characteristics of turbulence at different
points of the polygon at distances up to 60 m from each
other were also carried out. The results obtained indicated
good coincidence, both of the spectra and cospectra of the
fluctuations, and of the turbulent stream of heat and the
amount of motion at these distances.

FIG. 2. Instrumentation alley, Tsmilyansk Field Station,
Rostov Region, USSR.

Institute of the Physics of the Atmosphere.

FIG. 1. Kaijo electric sonic anemometer-thermometer and
USSR Institute of Atmospheric Science sonic anemometer.
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FIG. 3. University of Washington mean profile measurement
system.
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